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Our mission is to keep communities safe by

providing an effective and responsible records management
service that delivers operational benefits to law enforcement,
supports criminal justice processes and meets the legitimate
information access needs of the public.
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Our vision is to be recognised as a centre of

excellence for the management and use of criminality
information, by developing and expanding services which
deliver operational benefits to law enforcement, enhance public
safety and bring offenders to justice.

acro.police.uk
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Chair of the NPCC
and chair of ACRO’s
governance board
Over the past year, ACRO has once again been
fundamental to keeping the public safe. This has
been reflected by the record number of requests
for overseas criminal convictions as well as the
number of International Child Protection and
Police Certificates that have been issued by the
organisation.
As the Government prepares for negotiations
about Britain’s exit from the European Union,
ACRO is continuing to protect the public and keep
communities safe.
ACRO will play a key role working with others in law
enforcement to ensure our operational requirements
to share intelligence, biometrics and other data
at speed are clearly set out. It is essential that we
retain these capabilities because we need them to
keep people in the UK safe from organised crime,
cyberattack, terrorism or violent offenders.
ACRO has this year expanded its reach through
new Information Sharing Agreements, and has
continued to increase the volume of overseas
criminal conviction requests processed year-onyear. This is a vital part of keeping people safe in the
global information age, and I hope it will continue to
evolve.

£18,000 donated from ICPC income to support
vulnerable children in the Philippines

“ACRO has

once again been
fundamental
to keeping the
public safe.”

I would like to express my gratitude to the Chief
Constable of Hampshire Constabulary, Olivia
Pinkney, and the Police & Crime Commissioner for
Hampshire, Michael Lane, for hosting this important
national function and I wish everyone at the
organisation all the very best in their future work.

See: ‘Our beautiful launderette’
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Introduction from
Chief Executive
Ian Readhead

8,636 International Child Protection Certificates issued

Organisations like Smaller Earth use the certificates
to help place workers like those pictured in summer
camps for children in the USA

Keeping communities safe in the UK and across
the world is at the heart of everything we do at
ACRO, from this year managing more requests than
ever before for overseas criminal convictions, to
issuing thousands of International Child Protection
Certificates and helping a range of law enforcement
and public protection agencies access information
on the PNC.
We also issued more Police Certificates than ever
before this year. Not only do they help immigration
officials in hundreds of countries decide whether or
not to grant a visa, they also generated £4.5million
in income after expenditure, which was reinvested
into other ACRO work to protect communities.
It is an important reminder of our core mission
during a year when ACRO has undergone significant
change.
We said farewell to Superintendent Paul Brooks,
under whose leadership ACRO developed its
international portfolio to improve the global
exchange of criminal conviction information.

It is keeping communities safe, protecting
people and bringing offenders to justice that drives
and motivates the ACRO team to deliver such a
vast range of products. Working closely with our
partner agencies with whom we share mutual aims,
we continue to manage an increased volume of
checks in the knowledge that this makes a tangible
difference.

Keeping communities safe

This work has delivered benefits that are evidenced
throughout this report, from increased response
rates from countries with whom we have Information
Sharing Agreements to our ground-breaking work in
Jamaica setting up the country’s electronic criminal
records database.
I am pleased to welcome Superintendent James
Fulton, who joined as Head of ACRO in January
after three years as a local area commander with
Hampshire Constabulary. With his experience, I am
sure we will continue to operate as effectively and
efficiently as possible, ready to adapt and meet the
challenges ahead.
One of those challenges will of course be how we
respond to the practical realities of Britain’s exit
from the European Union. While it is not currently
possible to predict precisely how Brexit will affect
ACRO and our close working ties with our partners
across Europe, we will of course strive to retain our
focus on community safety at all times.
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and across the world
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ACRO by numbers
Notification messages to other countries
about foreign nationals convicted in the UK

Non-EU

46,680

43,194

46,571

increase in
requests
from UK
police forces
for overseas
criminal
conviction
information

15/16

14/15

46,571
13/14

39,704

we worked with
countries
outside the EU to develop services

Non-EU

EU

Sexual offender records being managed

Requests from other countries for
conviction information in the UK

630

15,443

9,734

448

322

4,852

Information
Sharing Agreements
signed or re-signed

15/16

14/15

13/14

11/12
15/16

Non-EU

322

11
12/13

3,651

7,098

10,120

11,967
14/15

13/14

12/13

8,674
8

478

441

8,674

8,721
8,721
11/12

EU

926

15,114

Notification messages received about UK
nationals convicted overseas

12/13

15/16

14/15

11/12

55,702

61,040
13/14

12/13

11/12

EU

41 % 

29

11,863

37,690

104,122

39,704

55,702

155,399

Requests for overseas criminal convictions

Via EU framework

N/A
March 2014
UK nationals

Via Interpol channels
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Foreign nationals
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ACRO by numbers
Percentage of online applications

123,688

114,139

111,957

108,496

109,465

8,636

80

59

50

Police Certificate
applications
by country
123,688

88

83

63

62

49

51

Australia 30,491

1,289

13/14

14/15

January

Subject Access

15/16

Certificates issued

Applications

Standard

14/15

12/13

October

Police Certificates

13/14

July

ICPC

12/13

April

15/16

United States 25,526
0

11/12

1,447

Police Certificate applications

100

6,859

7,289

6,822

6,830

8,723

International Child Protection Certificates

Premium

Canada 23,958
New Zealand 12,708
South Africa 4,308
Others 26,697

Name checks on the PNC on behalf of
non-police agencies

Police Certificate
applications
by outcome
123,688

36,820

38,287

33,447

39,600

46,243

Record
Deletion
applications
1,003

from Police Certificates
income reinvested in
community safety work

Confirm no criminal history 103,883

Approved by force 233

Confirm live offences 12,126

15/16

14/15

13/14

12/13

11/12

Rejected by force 317
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£ 4.5m

Rejected as ineligible 205

Confirm no live offences 6,886

Pending 248

Cancelled or not yet dispatched 793

For more on Record Deletion, see ‘Meet the legitimate
information access needs of the public.’
ACRO Annual Report 2015/16
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Value for money
ACRO operated at a total cost this year of £13.705m
with an income of £13.098m.
Expenditure increased from £11.249m in the previous
year and income increased from £10.605m.
The deficit of £0.606m this year was met from our
carried-forward reserves and reflects the fiscal
strategy to reduce the amount held in reserves.

The funding position
The amount of funding we received from the police
service was reduced, with ACRO drawing on other
funding and reserves to maintain services.
At the start of the year, the funding from chief
constables to support services including the
Microfiche Library, Back Record Conversion and the
Criminal Records Section was approved at £1.2m.
During the year it became clear that, due to internal
efficiencies, ACRO would not require the full amount
and the funding was halved to £0.6m, the balance
being retained by forces to spend on local policing.
In addition, ACRO work to improve the efficiency of
International Criminal Conviction Exchange processes
meant the planned £4.45m in funding from the police
service to fund this work was also halved.
Improving IT capability to automate more processes
further reduced the funding requirement to £2.225m.

Reinvesting in community safety
ACRO continued to reduce the financial burden on
UK policing through funding a range of community
safety services.
The majority of ACRO income this year came from
the £7.9m generated by Police Certificates granted to
people wanting to live or work overseas.
With operating costs in this area at £3.4m, the £4.5m
of income after expenditure was reinvested back into
ACRO community safety work.

These services include the international exchange of
criminal conviction information, intelligence sharing,
managing the records of sexual offenders, Subject
Access, converting historical records from the
microfiche to the PNC as well as providing advice,
guidance and expertise on a range of matters relating
to criminal records and biometric information.

Income
£13.09m

Any change to this position will have a detrimental
effect on the support ACRO is able to provide.

Effective and efficient
To complement the new funding position, and meet
the challenge that all police services are facing, we
launched a Change Programme in early 2016.
The programme’s aim is to shape ACRO for the future
and make it an even more efficient and effective
policing unit for the long term.
All areas of business, processes, organisational
structure and accommodation are being reviewed
with a view to help us work smarter and more flexibly.

Expenditure
by department
£13.7m

Through engaging with stakeholders and formally
consulting with staff, we aim to deliver meaningful
change through 2016/17.

?

Did you know?
ACRO is now saving around
£12,470 per month after connecting
to more EU Member States via
ECRIS, the secure exchange
network.

Its in-built translation capabilities mean we don’t
have to bring in additional translation services.

Expenditure
by type
£13.7m

Since connecting via ECRIS this year, translation
costs on average per month fell 87% for Bulgaria,
81% for Slovakia and 68% for the Czech
Republic.
For more on ECRIS, see: ‘Deliver an effective and
responsible records management service.’
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Our people

Close working with Hampshire
Constabulary

ACRO’s workforce grew 11% in 2015/16 to 310
members of staff by March 2016 from 279 in March
2015.

All ACRO staff are employees
of our host police force,
Hampshire Constabulary.

Staff help shape ACRO for
the future
This year we set up two
important staff groups
to support our Change
Programme which was
launched in January
2016 to help shape
ACRO for the future.

ACRO Change

Shaping ACRO for the future

The programme’s aim is to make us as lean and as
effective and efficient as possible.
The Staff Engagement group was set up to act as a
conduit between the business and staff members.
Members represent all staff and provide feedback and
advice on the plans put forward by the programme
lead, suggesting alternatives or solutions to particular
problems to shape formal business change proposals
and processes where necessary.

Head of ACRO
Superintendent James
Fulton said: “Our staff remain our greatest

asset. Our ethos is ensuring we have the right
people with the right skills and knowledge
working in the right place to meet demand.

“We’ve already seen a huge amount of change
in this financial year through which our staff have
continued to deliver an excellent service against
increasing demand.

The Change Champions group is made up of staff
members who take on additional roles to lead on
specific pieces of work generated by the programme.
Work includes reviewing the processes and
procedures of all ACRO business areas to look at
ways we can work more efficiently.
We’ll report more on the outcome of this work in next
year’s report.

11%

The moves coincided with the force’s officer
recruitment drive and demonstrates the strong links
between the two organisations.

Code of Ethics and Leadership
As a national police unit, ACRO is working to embed
the Code of Ethics produced by the College of
Policing.
All ACRO staff are made aware and reminded of
the code and its relevance to our work in managing
criminal records information.
Complementing the code is Hampshire
Constabulary’s Leadership Charter which offers
ACRO staff access to a series of training packages.
We continue to promote leadership qualities to
engender a high performing culture where staff feel
empowered, can flourish and take more control in
balancing their work and personal commitments.

Developing our people

Equality and Inclusion
•
•
•

67% of staff are women, 33% are men
18% classify themselves as disabled under
the Equality Act
Just under 9% self-classify as being from a
black or minority ethnic background

We pride ourselves on being able to offer
employment with reasonable adjustments.
A number of ACRO staff signed up to support
Hampshire Constabulary’s Mental Ill Health
Liaison Officer (MILO) scheme.
The peer support
initiative, which was
rolled out in force this
year, sees colleagues
help each other as
a point of contact to
talk about personal
mental health
concerns.

Playing our part
ACRO staff were praised this year for our
volunteer work supporting a local charity.
We were honoured as runners-up in the
Corporate Volunteers category of the Naomi
House annual charity awards.
It was in recognition of our work in the charity
shop and wrapping presents for children who
receive support from the hospice services Naomi
House provides.

As well as a range of general and bespoke training
packages, staff have also accessed workshops on
attendance management and improving performance
throughout the year.

“To guide us through this period, we’ve
undertaken a significant amount of staff
engagement to ensure our workforce is at the
heart of the changes that affect them.

We have also deployed staff overseas to Interpol and
Europol. Both are excellent opportunities for staff to
develop their operational skills and confidence in an
international policing environment.

“At all times we are committed to providing
the best possible working environment for all
staff through supporting their development and
fostering an inclusive culture where everyone
feels valued.”
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While many ACRO staff
previously worked for the
constabulary, ACRO also
supported the force’s
recruitment with eight of the 12 people who left
ACRO in the last quarter of the year joining the
constabulary, mainly as police officers.

’

For more on the work of these placements, see:
‘Effective and responsible records management
service.’
ACRO Annual Report 2015/16
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Case study

Keep communities safe
Exchanging more criminal
conviction information

A 43-year-old man stopped in the UK in June
2015 during a police road safety operation
had a previous conviction in Slovakia for
attempted murder.

Case study
ACRO was notified in June 2015 that a
50-year-old UK national had been convicted
of sexual assault in France and sentenced to
five years in prison.

This year ACRO received and managed 49% more
requests for overseas conviction information.
At 155,399 for the year, that’s around 3,000 requests
per week.

Managing more sexual
offender records

Thousands more historical
offences added to the PNC

This year, ACRO was managing the records of more
than twice the number of foreign national sexual
offenders.

30,455 offences were added to the PNC from work
to update historical criminal records.

If the offender is still in the UK, we work with police
colleagues to ensure they are served a notification
order. If they’ve left, we work to prevent them
returning.
Of the 448 foreign nationals whose records we
were managing, most have either been deported or
removed from the UK, are in prison or have left of
their own accord. Of the 155 who left voluntarily, 36
have already been refused re-entry at the border.
At the same time, we were managing the records
of 478 UK nationals convicted of sexual offences
overseas. Likewise, we monitor their records and
ensure they are served with a notification order to
be registered as a sexual offender when they return
home.
The increase in ViSOR records management reflects
our increasing international criminal conviction
exchange work, where the majority of sexual offences
come to light.

These included the details of 306 people convicted of
428 serious historical offences:
•
•
•
•

Case study
A 36-year-old man arrested for assault in
the UK in April 2015 was found to have a
previous conviction for rape in Lithuania. He
was deported as a result in January 2016.
ACRO created his record on ViSOR and
added markers at the border.
Should he ever try to return
to the UK, border teams
can consider refusing
him entry based on this
information.

170 violent offences
44 drug offences
41 sexual offences
173 fraud / other offences

The majority of the records were identified to us
by the disclosure agencies (Disclosure and Barring
Service, Disclosure Scotland and Access Northern
Ireland).
A fifth of the work was generated in-house by other
ACRO business processes.
’

30,455 offences
added to the PNC from
historical records
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ACRO issued 8,636 International Child Protection
Certificates (ICPCs) to people looking to work with
children in one of 951 establishments in 72 countries
across the world.
The certificates confirm whether or not the applicant
has a relevant criminal history in the UK.
This helps organisations that support children decide
whether the person presents a risk to them.
ACRO and the NCA’s CEOP Command presented
the benefits of ICPCs during a visit to Thailand in April
2015.
In July, the Thai government made it a legal
requirement for all education establishments in the
country employing a UK national to request an ICPC.

Protecting borders
The number of Police Certificates we issued to people
for migration purposes this year increased 8% to
123,688.
The certificates helped protect the borders of
210 countries by providing information about the
applicant’s previous convictions, where appropriate.
The majority of applications, 84%, revealed the
individual had no criminal history, 5.5% confirmed
no live offences and 10% had live offences. The
remainder were either cancelled or frozen.

We converted 5,932 historical records from the
microfiche to the PNC during the year, making a total
of 38,894 records converted since 2011/12

For more on how we use overseas criminal conviction
information, see: ‘Deliver operational benefits.’
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He’d already left the
country but when he tried
to return in October he was
refused at the border as
a result of the information
ACRO returned.

ACRO created his record
on ViSOR and transferred
it to the police force where
he lived in the UK for
actual public protection
management.

The vital information ACRO returns helped police
and other agencies make decisions that protect the
public.

ACRO adds their records to ViSOR (the violent
and sexual offender database) where the overseas
offences meet the specific criteria under UK law.

The significant sentenced he’d received
for the offence meant he was eligible for
deportation.

Keeping children safe across
the world

49% increase in requests

received for overseas criminal
conviction information

926 sexual offender records
managed

The information assists Embassies, Consulates and
High Commissions in making a decision on whether
or not to grant a visa.
To find out how funding from Police Certificates
supports community safety work in the UK, see:
‘Value for money.’

Extraditions

10,120 notification messages

received about UK nationals convicted
overseas

acro.police.uk

We received 2,301 notification messages about
people extradited from the UK to stand trial or serve
prison sentences overseas.
We case-managed 641 of these, adding serious
offences to the PNC and a marker at the border
should the individual try to re-enter the country.
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Effective and responsible records
management service
We connected the UK to more EU Member States via
the secure European information exchange system.
ACRO established links with Bulgaria, Croatia and
the Czech Republic through the European Criminal
Records Information System (ECRIS).
By March 2016, we were connected to 23 out of 27
Member States.

?

ACRO continued to exchange information manually
with the remaining four states (Luxembourg, Malta,
Portugal and Slovenia).
We will continue to work with them during 2016/17 to
look to connect in the future.

Did you know?
ACRO runs attachments to facilitate
information sharing between the
UK and law enforcement agencies
across the world.

Staff attachments ran again this year with ACRO
staff on placements at Europol in The Hague and
Interpol in Lyon.
At Interpol we are able to search the international
fingerprint database when we receive a request
from the UK for overseas criminal conviction
information.

As the volume of criminal conviction exchange
work continues to increase, it is vital we make our
processes as effective and efficient as possible.

The ability to search against biometric data makes
it easier to confirm a subject’s identity and clarify
when a person is using an alias.

In March 2015 we began work to automate the
process for requesting convictions from EU countries.

Similarly at Europol, ACRO staff are able to check
European intelligence database systems to
enhance information sharing.

Email requests sent by UK police forces to ACRO
are now automatically picked up and the information
uploaded to our database.
Automated checks mean the request will be rejected
automatically if certain basic information is not
provided or is not accurate.

EU Member States UK
connected to ECRIS
with during 2015/16
EU Member States UK
still to connect with as
of March 2016
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Better connections with UK
police forces
As of March 2016, 19 police forces were using
a system that semi-automates the process of
requesting overseas conviction checks on foreign
nationals brought into custody.
The system has been developed by West Mercia
Police with support from ACRO.
It extracts data from custody, checks it, completes
a form and emails it to ACRO if all the required
information is present.

ACRO Annual Report 2015/16

Outside the EU, we use the Interpol I-24/7
communication channel to request criminal conviction
information.
ACRO has developed Information Sharing
Agreements with some countries and territories to
improve their response rates.
As of March 2016 we had 11 agreements in place
with Anguilla, Antigua, Barbados, Bermuda, the
Cayman Islands, Jamaica, Montserrat, St Kitts &
Nevis, Turks & Caicos, the United Arab Emirates and
the Soverign Base Area Cyprus.

Elsewhere, we successfully developed upgrades for
the Niche custody system.
When officers are dealing with a foreign national,
the system sends a prompt which stipulates what
information is required to complete a check for each
specific country.
These changes will be rolled out to Niche forces in the
coming year.
This year Essex Police became the first force to go
live with the new Athena Case and Custody system.
Work continued with the Athena users and suppliers
to improve the ability to identify foreign national
offenders in custody and capture the data required.

Benefits of better connections with forces:

EU Member States UK
previously connected with

Information Sharing Agreements

•

increases requests for overseas conviction
information

•

increases the proportion of foreign nationals
brought into custody in the UK being
subject to a check

•

saves police time in completing a request

•

increases the number of checks ACRO can
successfully process

•

saves ACRO time checking requests

•

increases the time ACRO teams have
available to manage work requiring greater
human input

acro.police.uk

Ian Readhead signs an agreement with the United Arab Emirates

Benefits of Information Sharing Agreements
with other countries:
•

ACRO can access Anguilla’s criminal register
to extract historical conviction information of
people who hold British passports

•

 utstanding requests for conviction
o
information sent to Barbados decreased
from 85% to 41%

•

all requests to the Cayman Islands are now
responded to within 20 working days

•

 2% of responses from Jamaica were
7
received between 31 and 90 working days
this year compared with 20% two years ago

•

responses from Trinidad & Tobago received
within 10 working days increased from 76%
to 93% under the agreement

•

 urks & Caicos provided court returns for
T
convictions for the first time in March 2016
enabling ACRO to identify people with British
passports and extract their record
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public protection agencies access the information
to manage offenders and reduce risk

ACRO work
Police Certificates
Subject Access
UK Visa Immigration
Certificates
ASN Creation

Back record conversion

International Criminal
Conviction Exchange

International Criminal
Conviction Exchange

Number of PNC updates

Nature of update

4,205
11,128

Updates to basic information (e.g
name, date of birth, address)

1,313
3,384

Offences relating to prosecutions by
non-police agencies
Historical offences (including 428
serious offences) converted from
microfiche

As a result of the notifications we received about
UK nationals convicted overseas, we added 6,452
updates to the PNC including 215 relating to sexual
offences.
ACRO adds the details of all convictions of UK
nationals to the PNC where a recordable, equivalent
UK offence exists.
We received 10,120 notifications messages in total
about UK nationals convicted overseas, 9,223 from
EU Member States and 897 from non-EU countries.

?
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Some of the information we obtain
from overseas criminal conviction
information can be used to:

deport serious offenders

•

add serious offences to the PNC for future
reference

12,000+*

Serious offences relating to overseas
convictions made available as a
result of a request from within the UK

•

ensure offenders are sentenced appropriately
based on their full criminal history, not just
previous convictions from the UK

6,452

Updates relating to UK nationals
convicted overseas (including 215 for
sexual offences) added as a result of
a notification sent to ACRO

To see how overseas criminal conviction
information can be used in court, see: ‘Support
criminal justice processes.’

* It is not currently possible to provide a precise number
ACRO Annual Report 2015/16
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Did you know?

•

30,455

5,990

134,045

•

Immigration services used
the information to deport
him in December 2015.

Staff will be coached on improving the quality of the
intelligence we disseminate to help law enforcement
teams use the information more effectively.

Requests for
overseas criminal
conviction
information from
UK police forces

15/16

 olice use it to review firearms, shotgun and
p
explosives licence applicants

In 2016/17 the unit aims to maintain a good level of
information sharing about serious offenders.

94,775

•

Because of his associations with organised
crime and the risk he posed, ACRO added
details of the offences to the
PNC.

3,725 requests were made on behalf of Home Office
Immigration Enforcement for deportation or removal
purposes, 3,416 were made for disclosure services,
762 for the National Crime Agency and 377 for
probation services.

The total figure is an increase of 1,808 from the 4,182
reports disseminated in the previous year.

14/15

disclosure services access it to vet applicants
for work in regulated activity or with vulnerable
people

It’s not just the police who benefit operationally from
the overseas conviction information we obtain.

58,046

•

They included 1,585 reports which were sent to
the Home Office Immigration Enforcement Criminal
Casework Directorate.

13/14

Added benefits of information added to the PNC:

A request sent to ACRO by police in
November 2015 found the 42-year-old had
been convicted and jailed for a $0.5million
card skimming fraud.

The five forces that made the most requests were the
Metropolitan Police Service, Police Scotland, West
Midlands Police, Thames Valley Police and British
Transport Police.

35,878

The data we add to the PNC provides significant
operational benefits that help keep communities safe
and bring offenders to justice.

A criminal suspect in the UK was deported
thanks to information received about his
previous convictions in America.

ACRO’s Intelligence Unit disseminated 5,990
intelligence reports to a variety of police and law
enforcement agencies.

12/13

Once again this year, ACRO made thousands of
pieces of valuable information available to law
enforcement agencies.

ACRO managed a 41% increase in the number of
requests from UK police forces for previous overseas
convictions.

10,543

Case study

Intelligence generated
and disseminated

11/12

Deliver operational benefits to
law enforcement

Overseas criminal
conviction information

21

Support criminal justice processes

It’s a quicker, more cost-effective means of doing so
and reduces the burden on individual police forces,
that would otherwise receive these requests.

Of these 6,233 (16%) returned information of a trace
on the PNC and 30,587 (84%) returned no trace
information.
The majority of checks (71%) were carried out on
behalf of HM Prison Service.

Names enquiry checks on the PNC

•

cruelty, neglect and violence to animals

•

 ishandling of waste likely to cause pollution or
m
harm to human health

•

1,332 Arrest Summons Numbers

39,600

These included offences that raise public protection
concerns or that put lives or wellbeing at risk
including:

46,243

A further 3,384 offences were added to the PNC as
a result.

created

3,384 offences added to the PNC

36,820

ACRO created, on their behalf, 1,332 Arrest
Summons Numbers (ASNs), which are required to
bring a defendant to a criminal court.

We manage updates to the PNC from the moment
an ASN is created to conviction, sentencing and
beyond.

We conducted a total of 36,820 names enquiry
checks on their behalf.

38,287

They included the Department for Business,
Innovation & Skills*, the Environment Agency, the
Food Standards Agency, the Maritime & Coastguard
Agency and the RSPCA.

ACRO work creating ASNs helps non-police
agencies bring more timely prosecutions and
ensures criminal databases are kept up-to-date with
relevant information.

33,447

We supported the prosecution processes of 12
non-police agencies.

We supported the investigation and public protection
work of 32 non-police agencies this year by
accessing information on the PNC.

?

Did you know?

Conviction information from EU
Member States can be used in this
country according to the Coroners
and Justice Act 2009 to the same
extent as domestic convictions,
regardless of the level of offending.
It helps make decisions that affect:
•

investigations

•

custody and bail status and conditions

•

 ublic protection and offender management
p
arrangements

•

charging

•

sentencing

•

probation and licence arrangements

Case study

as a result

misconduct of crew likely to endanger ships or
individuals

Following a request to ACRO, a man arrested
for burglary in December 2015 was found
to have previous overseas convictions for
extortion and theft with violence.

Arrest Summons Numbers created for non-police agencies

116

Natural Resources Wales

63

Solicitor firms

48

Security Industry Authority

20

Ofcom

19

Food Standards Agency

14

Office of Rail and Road

12

Medicines & Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency

11

Maritime & Coastguard Agency

4

Competition and Markets Authority

1

?

15/16

Department for Business Innovation & Skills*

14/15

227

13/14

Environment Agency

We expedited the work so the information
could be used in court the next day.

12/13

797
11/12

RSPCA

Did you know?
ACRO manages 40 Information
Sharing Agreements with non-police
agencies including the RSPCA, the
Security Industry Authority and the
Environment Agency.

As a result, he was remanded in custody and
later received a custodial sentence.
He pleaded guilty to burglary, was jailed for
four weeks and deported after release.
The case shows the support
we provide to the criminal
justice system and the
value we add to community
safety.

The agreements oversee the work we do on their
behalf such as ASN creations and names enquiry
checks on the PNC.
For more on how the information we add to PNC
delivers benefits to law enforcement and public
protection, see ‘Deliver operational benefits.’

*Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy as of July 2016
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Meet the legitimate information
access needs of the public
Hundreds of people applied to have their records
deleted from police systems via a new process that
was introduced in May 2015.
As of August 2016, 233 of the 1,003 applications
made in the reporting year were approved by the
relevant force.
The records include personal data and offences
and biometrics held on the PNC, the National DNA
Database and the fingerprint database IDENT1.
Under the new process, which was written by ACRO,
applicants have to evidence the grounds for deletion
as set out in the statutory guidance issued by the
National DNA Database Strategy Board.
The process is managed by ACRO’s Record Deletion
Unit which acts as a conduit between forces in
England & Wales and applicants.

Record
Deletion
applications
1,003

Approved by force 233
Rejected by force 317
Rejected as ineligible 205
Pending 248
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Case studies

Benefits of online applications:

Online applications for ICPCs went live in January
2016 and peaked in March at 83% of all applications.
Online applications for Police Certificates took off this
year after being launched in March 2015.

An applicant successfully had a PNC record
deleted after being cleared of murder. The
death was deemed to be an accident and the
applicant was cleared of any involvement. The
PNC entry was deleted on the grounds of ‘no
crime.’
An applicant arrested on suspicion of fraud
had a PNC record deleted after it transpired
the individual was the victim of identity theft.
Following an application to ACRO, the owning
police force approved the deletion on the
grounds of mistaken identity.
An applicant arrested on suspicion of
attempted murder had a PNC record
removed after it transpired the victim had
attempted to take their own life. The record
was deleted on the grounds of ‘no crime.’
Were it not for their applications to ACRO,
an entry on the PNC would have remained
for each individual until
the applicant turned
100-years-old. This is the
current retention policy for
records held on the PNC.

?

Making life easier for
our customers

Last year we reported that online applications
accounted for 31% of all applications in that first
month.
Since then, as predicted, the proportion has
increased to 81% (99,878) of applications.

22,000
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•

saves ACRO time in inputting data
onto our systems

•

no need for postage costs

•

improves overall efficiency of the
service saving money that can be
reinvested into ACRO’s community
safety work

What our customers say
ACRO’s Customer Services Team handled thousands of enquiries from members of the public, many of whom
provided valuable feedback on our products and services.

A very useful and intuitive
service.

Very easy to use

We found the online application
for applying for our police
clearance certificates to be a
smooth process

ACRO manages Subject Access on
behalf of all UK police forces.

requests this year,
We received
responding to 99.9% within the statuatory 40day limit.

saves the applicant time in completing
the application

The proportion increased month-on-month peaking
at 88% in our busiest month, January 2016, when we
received 12,130 applications.

Friendly and nonjudgmental staff!
Cannot fault them in
any way!

Did you know?

As well as reducing the burden
on forces, the centralised process
makes it easier for members of the public to
access information held about themselves on
police systems.

•

Very easy and
quick to use.

Very easy to use and
flow was just good.
Great one.

acro.police.uk

Excellent, clear,
easy-to-use site with
helpful, step-by-step
instructions both prior
to and during the
application process.
Well done!

Thanks for all
your help!

Great job! Outstanding
customer service! They made
it so very simple to apply.

Everything was set out and if
it weren’t, there was always
someone on the other side of
the email to help!
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Be recognised as a centre
of excellence
Piloting new services

Sharing our knowledge

ACRO led a major six-month pilot to test a new
process for responding to foreign national offending
and develop our learning on the issue.

ACRO was invited to speak at a child safeguarding
conference for the British Overseas Territories in
March.

Operation RADAR
brought together
ACRO, Kent Police,
Essex Police
and Home Office
immigration services.

We were asked to talk about our work managing the
records of people who have been convicted of sexual
offences abroad.

OPERATION

Its aim was to increase access to information
between the agencies that could be used to ‘Remove
And Deport And Refuse’ re-entry to foreign nationals
who commit crime in the UK.
5,227 foreign nationals were arrested and brought
into Kent and Essex custody suites between August
2015 and February 2016.
Each was subject to enhanced intelligence checks,
an overseas criminal records check and various
identity and biometric checks.
As a result, 158 subjects were removed, deported or
left the UK voluntarily.
The pilot has been independently evaluated by
the University of Leicester and the learning and
recommendations are being shared between the
agencies.

Raising our profile
The ACRO exhibition at the Interpol World Conference
in Singapore in April was visited by more than 300
people each day.
It was a great opportunity for us to showcase our
criminal records services to a wide range of law
enforcement professionals in the region.
These included providing delegates with examples of
Police Certificates and International Child Protection
Certificates.
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Setting up an electronic criminal records database

in Jamaica

The conference in Miami was attended by law
enforcement agencies from territories including the
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Turks and
Caicos, Bermuda, Montserrat and Anguilla.
A sergeant from ACRO’s Intelligence Unit gave an
overview of UK laws on sexual offender registration
and civil orders to protect children, as part of expert
guidance we provide to colleagues overseas.
The response was positive and resulted in a return
visit to ACRO from two Bermudian MPs looking to
develop their own sexual offender legislation.

Bringing our partners together

Launching the ERIC app to improve the quality of data
police forces capture when dealing with EU nationals

ACRO hosted and was represented at a conference
in November looking to improve data sharing on
police systems.

Tracking
and monit
oring the
people in
co
volved in
drug traffi nviction data of
a two-yea
c
king acro
r project
ss the EU
in

The event was run by the Home Office as part of its
National Policing Data Programme and was attended
by senior police leaders and Home Office staff.
Throughout the year, ACRO continued to advise
government departments, national police leads and
other stakeholders.

EPDT

European Pact
on Drug Trafficking

The Criminal Records Section provided expertise
on the retention, deletion and disclosure of criminal
records held on national police databases.
This included the guidance for deleting records from
systems including PNC, the National DNA Database
and the fingerprint database.
To find out more about this new process, see: ‘Meet
the legitimate information access needs of the public.’
ACRO Annual Report 2015/16
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Pilots, projects and
promotional work
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Develop and expand services

Developing international
information sharing

New database for Jamaica

Benefits of an electronic database:

The exchange of criminal conviction information
between the UK and Jamaica is set to improve
thanks to ACRO.

•

ACRO secured access to the intelligence system of
the British Overseas Territories. We piloted access
with Anguilla to extract historical records of people
who hold British passports and add them to the PNC.

This year saw the culmination of a two-year ACRO
project to develop and install an electronic database
for the Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF).
We worked with the JCF and the British High
Commission in Kingston to have the new system up
and running by March.
The project was funded by UK government and
included:
•

scoping, procuring and delivering the IT, training
and infrastructure

•

converting pre-existing fingerprint records onto
the new database

•

considering the potential to link the database with
the Jamaican ID card system

ACRO Senior Manager David McKinney said: “This
is the first time ACRO has managed, delivered and
overseen a project on this scale. It’s a significant
achievement.

Police are able to quickly access the details
of people with previous convictions whose
fingerprint records were uploaded

•

Police can check the details of people who
come to their attention against those already
on the system much more quickly than
against paper records

•

If someone who has never before offended
comes to their attention, a new record can
be easily created

•

If a previous offender comes to attention
again, police can convert the paper record
onto the system as a priority

British High Commissioner to Jamaica David Fitton
said: “I am pleased to have seen this project from
concept to implementation.
“This technology will reduce the time spent in
identifying criminals and allow security officials to
focus on getting justice for victims.”

We signed a memorandum of understanding with
the president in Indonesia during a trip in March
to develop processes to exchange biometric data.
We also promoted the use of International Child
Protection Certificates and Police Certificates.
The agreement we signed with the United Arab
Emirates cemented an important relationship
between the two countries and will help ensure
information about UK nationals convicted there is
exchanged with ACRO.

Asking ERIC improves
data quality
ACRO launched an app designed to improve the
quality of data we capture about criminals across
the EU.
The European Request Information Capture app,
otherwise known as ERIC, went live in September
2015.
Part of the Improving Data Quality of EU Criminals
project funded by the European Commission, the
tool tells police teams what data different EU Member
States require to make a conviction check.

“The database will be massively beneficial not just for
the police in Jamaica but also for police and other
agencies in the UK.

The project ended in March 2016 and the interactive
and reference versions of ERIC are both live.

“It means we will have greater access to information
about Jamaican nationals who come to attention
in the UK as well as British nationals convicted of
offences in Jamaica.”

We’re working to expand ERIC to include data
capture for non-EU countries and send requests for
conviction information direct to ACRO.

£545,267 from the Home Office

24 EU Member States were

Conflict, Stability and Security Fund to
finance the two-year project

represented at the launch event

10

500,000

fingerprints converted
from skeleton records onto the new
database
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we worked with
countries
outside the EU to develop services

The new database replaced paper records held
in offices in Kingston.
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police forces have used the tool

21 police forces are looking to use it
acro.police.uk
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Our beautiful launderette
In February the ribbon was cut on a new launderette
to support vulnerable children in the Philippines.
The facility at the Kanlungan Boys’ Farm in Cavite
Province near Manila was funded using £18,000
generated from ICPCs and donated by ACRO.
The launderette gives the children access to washing
machines, a water tank, laundry supplies and facilities
for ironing and hanging clothes.
They’ve even decorated it with their own artwork that
expresses their hopes for a brighter future.

One of Kanlungan’s residents 19-yearold Michael said: “We used to line up and
wait for our turn to use our single washing
machine. Now we can save that time for
other activities like doing our assignments
or reviewing our notes.”

Summary of services

The Kanlungan Boys’ Farm was chosen after ACRO
was asked by the British Ambassador in Manila to
work with the British Women’s Association in the
Philippines to identify a charity.
ACRO Chief Executive Ian Readhead said: “The aim
of the ICPC is to prevent harm to vulnerable children
abroad so I was delighted to be able to further this
goal by supporting Kanlungan, which does such
important work to protect children in the Philippines.”

Fiona Malca from the BWA said: “As we
say here in the Philippines: ‘maraming,
maramingsalamatpo.’ It means thank you
from the bottom of our hearts.”

Customer Services provide support to members
of the public requesting ICPCs, Police Certificates,
Subject Access and Record Deletion services.
The Intelligence Unit disseminates intelligence and
manages the records of sexual offenders on ViSOR
ICPCs are issued to people looking to work with
children overseas and indicate whether or not the
applicant has a relevant offending history.
The International Criminal Conviction Exchange
department handles requests from the UK for
convictions overseas and requests from overseas
for conviction information held in the UK. It receives
notification messages about UK nationals convicted
overseas and issues notification messages about
foreign nationals convicted in the UK. The department
is made up of the UKCA-ECR team and the Non-EU
team.

The farm was set up in 1988 as a home for street
children and works to reduce the neglect, exploitation
and abuse they suffer. It provides them with
counselling, education and recreational activities.
A proportion of the money generated by ICPCs is
donated each year to charities that help vulnerable
and abused children overseas.

The Development teams co-ordinate work and
pilots designed to develop services in the UK and
overseas. These include improving the exchange of
criminal conviction information and expanding the
range of benefits the information can provide.
The PNC Services Team provides a range of
services including converting historical records from
microfiche to PNC, handling names enquiry checks
and creating ASNs on behalf of non-police agencies.
Police Certificates are for people wanting to
emigrate or work abroad and confirm to a country’s
embassy, consulate or High Commission whether or
not the applicant has a criminal history.
Subject Access is a service we provide on behalf of
UK police forces to members of the public wanting to
access information about them on the PNC.

Glossary
ASN			
Arrest Summons Number
BRC			
Back Record Conversion
CEOP 		
NCA’s Child Exploitation and Online Protection Command
ECRIS 		
European Criminal Records Information System
ERIC 		
European Request Information Capture
EU			European Union
ICCE			
International Criminal Conviction Exchange
ICPC			
International Child Protection Certificate
NCA			
National Crime Agency
NDNAD		
National DNA Database
NPCC 		
National Police Chief’s Council
PNC			
Police National Computer
PND			
Police National Database
UKCA-ECR		
UK Central Authority for the Exchange of Criminal Records
ViSOR 		
Violent and Sex Offender Register

£18,000 donated from ICPC income
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The Criminal Records Section oversees the Record
Deletion Process, provides advice and guidance on
managing criminal record information and manages
Information Sharing Agreements between ACRO
and non-police agencies that access PNC services
through us.
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ACRO, PO Box 481, Fareham, Hampshire, PO14 9FS
enquiries@acro.pnn.police.uk
+44(0)1489 569800
@ACRO_Police
Download this report at acro.police.uk

ACRO Criminal Records Office

